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The Iti, equation is shown to be a singular case of a physical system represen- 
table in terms of general stochastic processes. 
Consider a stochastic process z(t. o), I E T, w E (f2, F,,u), a p.s. It can be 
expanded in the form 
where n,,(o) are uncorrelated random variables with zero expected values 
and 4,(t) are deterministic functions of time. Each individual term u,.@,. is 
referred to by Pugachev 111 as an elementa<v random function. Such 
expansions are canonical expansions of a stochastic process or Karhunen- 
Loeve expansions whose value lies in the fact that linear operations on 
random functions can thereby be reduced to operations over the non-random 
functions 4,,(f) and therefore to ordinary operations of calculus. Analogously. 
we can write 
z(t, u) = m,(t) + ( w(w, A) $(t, 1) dA, (2) 
where w(w, 1) is a white noise variation of the parameter 1 and #(t, A) is a 
deterministic function with parameter t and argument 1. The integral plays 
the role of the sum in (1) and each (infinitely small, uncorrelated) 
elementary random function is w(w, 1) #(t, I) dk Thus (2) is a representation 
of a stochastic process in terms of white noise. 
For the special case in which $(t, A) = s(t -A). then from (2), 
z(t, u) = m,(t) + 1 w(u, A) d(t - 1) dl 
(3) 
= m,(t) + w(w, t) 
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or z(f, o) = w(t, o) if m,(r) = 0. An It6 equation of the form dy =f( y, t) dt + 
g(y, tj dw should be written for an arbitrary noise input as 
dy =f( y, t) dt + g( y, t) dz, (4) 
which is interpreted as an integral equation where z is not a martingale but 
an arbitrary process in general, and is the martingale if and only if #(I, A) = 
s(t - A). 
The It6 equation is now a differential equation 
dz/dt = a(t, w), a new process, hence 
(5) 
or in Adomian’s form, 
.3-y = x, (7) 
where ,F is a linear or nonlinear stochastic operator 121 (involving 
stochastic coefficients) and x(t, w) is a stochastic process. 
Assuming m(t) is zero, the quantity dz/dt is defined by 
from (2) or 
(8) 
The It6 equation is for a system whose noise input is an elementary 
random function, i.e., a single “component” of a canonical expansion of a 
real stochastic process, and only for the singular case where I$ = d(t -A) 
does it. and therefore the question of differentiation of IV, ever arise. 
Since z is an arbitrary stochastic process input, its covariance function 
K:(t, t’) is assumed specified since solution of the differential equation means 
determination of the desired statistical properties of y directly in terms of 
similar knowledge of the input. 
When m,(t) = 0, 
20, u) = 1 w(u, A) #(t, 1) dk (10) 
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is a transformation of the white noise into z with the deterministic kernel 
#(t, A). Then 
where G is the intensity of the white noise. 
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